Beauty & Essex is available for all variety of
events, from intimate dinners for 12 up to
cocktail events for 550 people. The restaurant
sits behind a functioning pawn shop and has a full
service bar on both �loors, as well as 4 dining
rooms and a lounge area. Each of our spaces can
be reserved semi-privately or combined for full
�loor and restaurant buyouts.

Unique on the Lower East Side, the atmosphere of
the 10,000 square foot space is both grand and
intimate, moody and effervescent. Various rooms
for lounging and dining unfold on two �loors, like
a large turn-of-the-century townhouse. Each
room has its own unique elements that celebrate
timeless jewelry designs and upscale jewelry
stores. The space is truly versatile and is ideal for
corporate events, fashion shows, reward dinners,
movie premiere parties, and �ilm shoots.
Chef Chris Santos’ small plates menu multi-ethnic
in inspiration, casually elegant, and designed for
sharing among friends and family. We offer both
seated, family-style meals as well as brunches
and dinners served in a more casual, passed
appetizer style.

FACT SHEET
THE VAULT
CAPACITY: 20 seated
SERVICE: Family style seated

GROU N D F LOOR

CAPACITY: 145 mixed format standing to seated/300 standing
SERVICE: Passed Appetizer Meal

TH E LOCK E T ROOM

CAPACITY: 70 seated
SERVICE: Family style seated, optional standing passed appetizer course
A/V: 50” �lat screen, wireless microphone available

TH E P E AR L LOUNGE

CAPACITY: 65 standing/casual seating
SERVICE: Passed light appetizers or passed appetizer meal
A/V: 50” �lat screen, wireless microphone available

2 ND FLOOR

CAPACITY: 200 standing/casual seating 70 mixed format standing & seating
SERVICE: Passed appetizer meal and/or family style seated meal
A/V: Exclusive DJ booth sound system, 50” �lat screen,
wireless microphone available

FULL VENUE BUYOUT
550 guests

EXECUTIVE CHEF: CHRIS SANTOS

beautyandessex.com

THE VAULT

THE VAULT
Our most intimate dining area is set
behind the Grand Dining Room and can be
hidden by a sheer curtain. The space has a
dedicated server and an elegantly raised
table, and is ideal for birthdays, bachelorettes, business dinners, and other
intimate meals.
CAPACITY: 20 seated

SERVICE: Family style seated

Broche Bar

1ST FLOOR

GRAND DINING ROOM

GOLD ROOM

GROUND FLOOR
GRAND DINING ROOM,
BROCHE BAR, GOLD ROOM,
& THE VAULT

BROCHE BAR

Our ground �loor is a railroad style space
which can accommodate up to 300 guests
for standing and mingling, or up to 145 for
a mixed format standing/seated event.

THE VAULT

CAPACITY: 145 mixed format standing to
seated/300 standing
SERVICE: Passed appetizer meal and/or
family style seated meal

Broche Bar

1ST FLOOR

THE LOCKET ROOM

THE LOCKET ROOM
The Locket Room is lined with banquette
seating and shares our 2nd �loor with a
bar and a lounge. The room can be open to
the atmosphere of the bar or made
exclusive with a curtained doorway. The
adjacent Mirror Bar can be reserved for a
cocktail hour before or after a Locket
Room meal. The Locket Room is ideal for
corporate reward and rehearsal dinners,
and for daytime showers. The space is on
our 2nd �loor and accessible only via stairs.
CAPACITY: 70 seated

SERVICE: Family style seated, optional
standing passed appetizer course
A/V: 50” �lat screen, wireless microphone available

2ND FLOOR

THE PEARL LOUNGE

THE PEARL LOUNGE
The Pearl Lounge shares our 2nd �loor
with the Mirror Bar & Locket Dining
Rooms, sits next to our DJ booth and
overlooks our two story grand chandelier.
The room holds up to 65 guests with low,
lizard skin banquette seating and cocktail
tables and allows for standing and
mingling under a ceiling lined with
thousands of pearls.
The Pearl Lounge is accessible only via
stairs and can be reserved privately or as
part of a larger full �loor booking.
CAPACITY: 65 standing/casual seating
SERVICE: Passed light appetizers or
passed appetizer meal
A/V: 50” �lat screen available.

2ND FLOOR

PEARL LOUNGE

LOCKET ROOM

2 ND FlOOR
PEARL LOUNGE, LOCKET ROOM,
MIRROR BAR

MIRROR BAR

Our 2nd �loor houses the Mirror Bar, Pearl
Lounge and Locket Dining Room and is
reached by a spiral staircase that wraps
around our grand chandelier. The space
can accommodate up to 200 guests for
standing & mingling, or up to 70 guests
for mixed use. The 2nd �loor is accessible
only by stairs. A DJ booth overlooks the
�loor and a private entrance is available.

CAPACITY: 200 standing/casual seating 70
mixed format standing & seating
SERVICE: Passed appetizer meal and/or
family style seated meal

A/V: Exclusive DJ booth sound system, 50”
�lat screen, wireless microphone available

2ND FLOOR

FULL VENUE BUYOUT
Beauty & Essex welcomes your private
buyout events for up to 550 guests. We
house two bars and lounge areas, a state
of the art sound system and are easily
accesible on the Lower East Side. The
space is fully adaptable to every style
from movie premieres to bar mitzvahs,
and is available for �ilm and television
location rental.
CAPACITY: 550 standing/casual seating

SERVICE: Passed appetizer meal and/or
family style seated meal

A/V: Separate audio feeds for each �loor,
can accommodate staging, custom
lighting, and sound

